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ADAC - CATCHING

1

6+

2

10-30

5-15 min.

Car

Catcher
Car
ADAC
ADAC

3

Car workshop

EXERCISE ROUTINE
There are two catchers and three ADAC towing services (person
with rope and cleaning rags). The catchers (people who cause
the accident) try to catch the participants (cars). If a participant
is trapped, he sits down on the ground and waits until the ADAC
comes by. The latter can free the prisoner by sitting on the cleaning
rag and being pulled by the ADAC driver to the car factory (cones).
There he has to do an additional exercise e.g. 5 push-ups, then he is
repaired and can continue.
VARIATIONS
• Use different materials for the tow truck
(skateboard, carpet tile, cleaning cloth)
• The number of catchers and rescuers as well as the method of
removal can be varied. The game can therefore be used flexibly.
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Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
helpfulness, cardiovascular activation
Material:
3-4 cones,
1 rope and
1 cleaning cloth
(per towing service),
marker for
catcher (e.g.
team band)

A
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Alaska Baseball

8+

10 +

20 min.

Stop
approx.

5m

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A special variant of the “baseball” or “rounders” principle. The group
is divided into two teams of equal size. Both groups are arranged,
jumbled up, at a distance of about 5 m from each other.

Training type:
Warm-up

A run works like this: one person from Team A throws the ball as
far away as possible and then starts to circle the group as often as
possible. Team B gets the ball back, lines up in a row with straddled
legs behind each other and passes the ball between the legs from
front to back. The last person runs forward with the ball in his hand
and shouts “Stop!” The rounds completed by Team A are credited as
points. The roles are swapped. 3 to 5 runs per team.

Training goal:
cooperation, cardiovascular activation
Material:
ball

Evaluation in the group
• How did the strategy evolve?
• How was the response to the different skills
of the team members?
• What alternative strategies are there?
• Which signals are helpful for solving the task?
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Trailer Ball

6+

4-6 per team

5 min.

Target

Target

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two boxes per team are placed on the floor one behind the other.
Target lines are marked at a distance of about 5 m. The players try to
hit the ball in the front of the two small boxes. If this succeeds, they
take the box and “couple” it behind the second and so on.
Which team gets both “wagons” behind the finish line first?

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
throwing accuracy
training, cardiovascular activation

VARIATION
• All team members must have scored a hit in the front box
before it can be shunted.
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Material:
small boxes,
volleyballs

A
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Ball Walk

10 +

6-8 per team

10-15 min.

Stop
Throwing team

Catching team

EXERCISE ROUTINE
This game is a variation of the “tried and tested” rounders game. The
throwing team first brings a ball into play, which the catching team
must return to the mark as quickly as possible. Before this happens,
the throwing team can send more balls (of different types and sizes) on the “journey” in their own rows and then put them into a box.
If the catching team has returned its ball for the time being and
has signalled this with a “stop” call, the throwers’ balls may not be
played on.
Balls that are in the air must be put back in the box. The positions of
the throwing team are given in advance.
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Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cardiovascular
activation
Material:
10 balls of
different sizes,
a mat
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Board Ball

8+

6-14

5-10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The ball is thrown in by the trainer. The teams try to get the ball
to throw it onto the basketball board. If the ball lands outside the
court or one team scores a point, the other team gets the ball. The
points are counted. If the ball only lands on the basket or does not
hit the board completely, it is not a point and the game continues
as normal.

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
precise aiming,
team-building,
cardiovascular
activation

Rules
• No running with the ball
• The ball must hit the ground inside the court
• No body contact

Material:
volleyball,
team bands,
2 basketball nets

• The ball cannot be hit out of another player’s hand
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Hare, Hunter and
the Magic Bushes

1

8+

2
Magic bush

Old
hare

8+

10 min.

New
hunter

Hare

3
Hunter

Old hunter becomes
the new hare

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Spread over a specifically marked-out court (size depends on group
size), the participants stand arm-in-arm, linked together in pairs,
representing magic bushes.

Training type:
Warm-up

One person is the hunter who has to catch another person - the
hare. As soon as this is done by body contact, the two roles change
so that the hare becomes the hunter and the hunter the hare.

Training goal:
concentration,
role change, body
contact, cardiovascular activation

As a hare you can (and should) also get to safety by hooking onto
one side of the bushes standing around. The person on the other
side, because it is a magic bush, breaks off, with a loud scream, as a
hunter. This means the previous hunter must become the hare in a
flash and run away.
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Material:
-

A
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Cone Football

6+

5-15

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
All participants line up spread out across the hall and get a cone,
which they place behind them. The player’s task is to keep his own
cone in place, defending it and trying to knock down the cones of
his opponents. However, the players should move within the hall.
If a player’s cone has been shot down, he should put it to the side,
move through the hall, and try to shoot the cones of the other opponents. The player whose cone is the only one left standing wins.

Rules

important !

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cardiovascular
activation, attention
Material:
1 cone/participant,
2 footballs or
gym balls

No hard shooting
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Mat Slides

6+

10-15

5-7 min.

Target

Target

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two teams of equal size are formed. Each team gets a mat. After the
start signal the first players run off and let themselves fall onto the
mat. The mat moves forward. When the first one comes back, the
next one runs.

Training type:
Warm-up

Rules

Material:
2 large
mats (thick)

• Do not start running until the previous person is back again
(high-five)
• The mat is placed on the baseline at the beginning
• The mat must slide over the other baseline for one team to win

Training goal:
Motivation

Variant: clothes
pegs, pieces of
clothing, rope/line

Variation
Hang out the laundry: the distance is cut in half. Stretch the rope
like a clothesline through the hall and attach clothes pegs to the
rope. In addition, one garment must be hung up per leg.
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Mat Transport Relay

8+

8+

5-10 min.

Turning point

Turning point

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Groups are formed. Every group receives a mat. All groups line
up with their mats at the starting line. Upon the start signal, each
group runs to its turning mark and back, with all group participants
having to carry the mat together.
The group that is first back behind the starting line on the mat is
the winner.
VARIATIONS
• Vary the legs
• Carry the mats in different ways: on heads, at shoulder height,
at hip height, with arms stretched upwards, etc.

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cooperation, cardiovascular activation
Material:
one small mat
(with loops) per
group, marker for
turning point, start
and finish line

• Use soft floor mats
• Have one person lie on the mat and be carried by the rest
of the group
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Picking Carrots

5+

6-30

5 min.

Gardeners

Carrots

EXERCISE ROUTINE
All the participants (carrots) form a circle. Each participant lies
down on the floor on his stomach and joins hands with the neighbouring player. The “gardener” tries to harvest the carrots and pull
them out of the ground. He holds individual participants by the feet
and pulls on them. Any carrots which have been pulled out help the
“gardener” with the harvest. The other carrots close the circle again.
The two carrots that are left at the end are the winners.

Training type:
team-building
Training goal:
body contact,
cooperation
Material:
-

VARIATION
Lie on backs

important !

Comment
Pull carefully on the feet. Pull feet straight back, not upwards!
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Puzzle Relay

6+

12 +

3-4 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Groups of equal size with about 3-5 participants are formed. An envelope with puzzle pieces is provided for each group at the end of
the court. Upon the start signal the first person runs off, takes a puzzle piece out of that group’s envelope, and runs back to the group.
After the partner at the start/finish line has been hi-fived, the next
one may start running. While one partner is running, those waiting
can start to solve the puzzle. The group that finishes the puzzle first
wins.
Rules
• Before the next player starts to run, he must hi-five
the returning player.

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cooperation, cardiovascular activation
Material:
one puzzle
(in an envelope)
per group,
markers for the start
and finish lines

• Only one puzzle piece may be taken at a time.
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Rollerball

6+

8-14

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The team is divided into 2 teams of equal strength.
The teams have to try to roll the ball through the box parts and
should always keep moving.
Rules
• The court is the volleyball court
• A box section is placed on each of the rear baselines
• No running with the ball

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cardiovascular
activation
Material:
2 box parts,
softball or volleyball

• The ball may only be rolled with one hand/two hands
• No body contact
• No goalkeeper
• The other team gets the ball if it goes out or a point is scored
• A point can be scored by rolling the ball through the standing
box parts.

Tip!

The larger the number of participants, the larger the court.
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Pig Sticking

6+

6-16

3-6 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
First the teams are divided up by the trainer. Then each player takes
a ball and tries to hit the medicine ball after the trainer’s start signal.

Training type:
Warm-up

Rules

Training goal:
cardiovascular
activation, team
spirit, attention

• The medicine ball is placed on the centre line
of the volleyball court
• Two teams of equal strength and size are formed
• The players stand behind the volleyball baseline
• When the medicine ball rolls over the baseline of the
opposing team, the team that achieved this has won
• Balls may only be thrown at the medicine ball when
players are standing behind the rear baseline
• Balls may be taken out of the volleyball court

Material:
1 medicine ball,
1 volleyball
per player

VARIATIONS
• Roll the ball with only one hand
• Have players turn around and throw the ball through
their legs from back to front (reduce the court)
• Players may throw anywhere on the volleyball court’s lines
(2x sides, 1x baseline). However, the side must be changed
each time a throw is made.
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Tic Tac Toe

6+

8-10

1-2 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Each team lines up at the cones provided for them one behind the
other. The first three runners get a rope of the same colour. After
the start signal both teams run and try to place the ropes in a ring
of the 3x3 ring field in such a way that they make it difficult for the
opponent to get a row of three.

Training type:
Warm-up

VARIATION

Material:
9 gymnastic hoops,
6 ropes (3 in the
same colour),
2 cones

• At the beginning, 3 players from each team get a rope
• In the case of playing again, the starting players are changed
• Only start running when the previous team member
has passed the cone

Training goal:
motivation,
attention

• Ropes may only be repositioned when none are available
in the team
• Do not allow the other team’s ropes to be moved
• The first team to have three ropes in a row wins
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Catching Clothes Pegs

6+

8-14

3-5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The participants run through the hall. The trainer determines the
duration of the game. Whoever has the most clothes pegs at the
end of the game is the winner.
Rules
• The court is (half ) the volleyball court
• Each participant gets 2 clothes pegs, which he has
to attach to his T-shirt
• Only steal one clothes peg at a time

Training type:
Warm-up
Training goal:
cardiovascular
activation,
motivation
Material:
2 clothes pegs
per player

• New clothes pegs may be attached without anyone else
hindering the player
VARIATION
• Include other running variants (reverse running,
sidesteps, knee lever running, etc.)

Tip!

The larger the number of participants, the larger the court.
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KAPITEL

Overhead Pass

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture in the overhead pass
• Initial position with feet shoulder-width apart
• Raise arms
• Basket formation
Look through the triangle of the hands, thumbs pointing to the body
• Thumbs pointing to head
• Play ball when in front of forehead
• Use thumb when playing ball forward
• Extend entire body when playing ball
• After contact with the ball: rotate hands outward and away
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Overhead Pass

BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Performance - Phase 1
• Be aware of trajectory
• Movement behind and beneath the ball
• Rotate in direction of play
• Lower the body’s centre of gravity through flexing the foot, knee and hip joints
• Hands in play forward position in front of and above forehead height
Performance - Phase 2
• Use hands to pick up the ball and then release it: “trampoline”
• Stretch all joints in the direction of play at the latest upon contact with the ball
• Make contact with ball with all 10 fingers, main force from the thumbs
Performance - Phase 3
• Take up the new playing position

B
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Underhand Pass

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture in the underhand pass
• Volleyball basic position (stand shoulder-width apart)
• Bring arms together as a game board
• Put hands firmly together:
make a fist with one hand and clasp it with the other
• Push shoulders forward
• Hit the ball using the first third of the forearm
• Play ball from the legs
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Underhand Pass

BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Performance - Phase 1
• Be aware of trajectory
• Movement behind and beneath the ball; assume basic position
• Arms in game board position, perpendicular to the playing direction
Performance - Phase 2
• Play the ball with the board facing up
• Make contact with the ball using the first third of the forearms
Performance - Phase 3
• Do not release tension until the ball is played
• Take up the new playing position

B
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Serving from above

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture for serving from above
• Feet positioning: opposite leg to serving arm is forward		
• Ball makes contact in front of the longitudinal axis of the body		
• Right elbow at shoulder level, arm is at a right-angle,
hand points outwards
• The ball is held in front of the shoulder of the serving arm		
• Tension in the hand

Note
The serve from above is also called a “butterfly serve”.
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Serving from above

BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Performance - Phase 1
• Safe feet positioning:
left foot is in front and points in playing direction, right foot is slightly pointed out
• Hold the ball with your left hand on the striking arm side		
• Shoulder of hitting arm as far back as possible
• Striking arm bent, striking hand open above head height
• Vertical throw of the ball in front of the right shoulder
Performance - Phase 2
• Accelerate the elbow from the shoulder to the front and upwards
(explosive stretching movement)
• When the ball is hit in the middle, the movement is stopped with a fixed hand
• The ball is hit at the highest point above or in front
of the longitudinal axis of the body
Performance - Phase 3
• Take up the new playing position on the court

B
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Serving from below

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture for serving from below
• Hip-width, light feet positioning:
If serving the ball with your right hand, your left foot should be in front.
If serving the ball with your left hand, your right foot should be in front.
Feet pointing towards the net.
• Knee bend (approx. 160° knee angle)
• Upper body leaning forward
• The straight striking arm swings in one plane, like the pendulum of a grandfather clock
• The ball is thrown about 15 cm and hit with the flat of your hand
• The striking arm should pull you directly into the court
• Finally, step change into the court
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Serving from below

BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Performance - Phase 1
• Feet positioning: opposite leg to striking arm forward
• Hold the ball with your arm stretched out - with your hand towards the shoulder
• Swing straight with extended striking arm
• Body rotates in the playing direction
• Flat, tensed hand
• Ball throw only 15 cm!
Performance - Phase 2
• Hit the ball with the entire palm of your hand
• Keep arm straight during and after the strike
Performance - Phase 3
• Take up the new playing position on the court

B
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Attack

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture in attack
• For right-handed players: Orientation step with left,
bracing step with right, side step with left (Am-ster-dam)
• For left-handed players: Orientation step with right,
bracing step with left, side step with right (Am-ster-dam)
• Bracing step: as long as possible, over the heel, swing arms far back
• Side step: Feet pointed to net			
• Vertical jump with fast arm swing		
• Hit the ball clearly in front of the body at the highest point
• Striking shoulder far back, left arm pointing to the ball
• High elbow, active wrist, hand over the ball
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BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Attack
Performance - Phase 1: Run-up & jump

• Orientation step (left) for acceleration and orientation towards the ball		
• Bracing step (right) reach over the heel and swing arms backwards and upwards
• Vertical jump by stretching foot, knee and hip joints		
• Swing arms upwards to the front 			
• Lunge: transfer the arm swing into the backswing movement
• Striking shoulder back (elbow tensed)			
• Striking arm bent			
• Striking hand above head height			
• Other arm in raised position			
Performance - Phase 2: Strike 			
• Release elbow tension			
• Accelerate the elbow from the shoulder to the front and upwards		
• Accelerate forearm from the elbow 			
• Hit the ball with overlapping open hand at the
highest point well in front of the longitudinal
axis of the body			
• Bend the wrist in the direction of the ball’s travel 			
• All movements of different body parts should
reach maximum speed at the moment of ball contact
		
Performance - Phase 3: Landing 			
• Soft landing on both legs on the balls of the feet			
• Take up the playing position on the court

B
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Defence

BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

The correct posture in defence
• Lower basic position with feet in parallel position
• Stand on the whole foot, with centre of gravity on the front of the foot (toes)
• Stand low
• Shift the centre of gravity forward
• Knee and hip are lower than the ball
• Always go under the ball
• Push shoulders forward
• Arms should be at a slightly sloping angle to the ground
• Anything goes
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BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Defence
Performance - Phase 1
• Observe the other players
• Take note of and assess ball flight curve
• Fast, “gliding” footwork with constant hip height
• Upper body still
• Stand before playing the ball
Performance - Phase 2
• Play from the legs
• Arms stay as a playing board
• Move under the ball and play it upwards
Performance - Phase 3
• Assume next playing position

B
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BASIC TECHNIQUE
POSTURE

Blocking

The correct posture in blocking
• Be ready to jump to block on site
• High or low release before the jump
• Slight hip bend
• Open landing during passing shots
• Hands immediately to net level
• Position hands upright against the ball
• Take outstretched arms backwards
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Blocking

BASIC TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

Performance - Phase 1
• Observe your opponent (where is he playing the ball to?)
• Orientation step in the playing direction of the ball from the opponent
• Bracing step “Stomp” into the ground with the balls of your feet first
• With your arms, first go forward and then swing backwards and gather momentum
• Go down with full force when gathering momentum and taking a bracing step, and
then push off with a side step
Performance - Phase 2
• Take your arms up in the air, guide them together over the net
and bend them forward a little
• You must not touch the net
Performance - Phase 3
• Assume next playing position

B
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Lead-in to
overhead pass

6+

2

20 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The following exercises are performed in pairs, with each exercise
lasting at least 2 minutes:
• With the player’s partner in the seat, the ball is pressed into the
passing player’s arched hands above his face
• Bounce the ball, catch it in a medium-high pass position over
your face.
• Start the ball, play it up yourself (as the passing player) and catch
it in pass position.

Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
learn overhead
passing
Material:
volleyballs

• Serve the ball, pass it to your partner; your partner catches the
ball in pass position etc.
• Ambidextrous forearm throw to partner, partner plays back.
• Play to the wall.
• Play vertically overhead.
• Play to your partner and back (uninterrupted).
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Balloon bursting

12 +

12-20

5-10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
For each group, 10 balloons with threads of different lengths are
hung on a wall (fasten the threads with adhesive tape).
Which group will be the first to make their balloons burst by
throwing them?
Different throwing techniques
• With both arms
• With one arm
• Passing technique
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Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
targeted throwing
Material:
volleyballs,
balloons,
string,
adhesive strips
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Target ball

6+

3-4

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Three to four players each stand with a ball on one side of a highly
tightened volleyball net. On the other side, cones, balls, clubs etc.
are piled up on benches or boxes.

Training type:
additional training

The players throw a ball over the high net with both hands from
the forehead and try to hit the piled up objects. Everyone runs after
their ball, picks it up and gets back in line.

Training goal:
aiming accuracy

VARIATION
Competition training: form 2 teams and have them play against
each other. Who is the first to hit all the objects?
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Material:
benches,
boxes,
cones,
different balls
(medicine balls, etc.),
net
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Passing circuit

C

7+

A

3

7 min.

B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A sits on the ground and B throws a ball at him from close range. A
bounces the ball over his head back to the player behind him, C.

Training type:
technique training

VARIATIONS

Training goal:
learning overhead
passing

• B plays in the stall.
• C plays the ball directly back to A, A plays directly to B.
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Material:
volleyballs
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Overhead passing

7+

1

2

5 min.

2

EXERCISE ROUTINE
In pairs with a ball:
A sitting on his heels, the ball in front of him, B behind him. A picks
up the ball with his hands in a flat position, straightens up and
stretches his hips forward and his arms backwards so that the ball
flies to B.

Tip!

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
extension of
overhead passing
Material:
volleyballs

Hints on hip usage and arm guidance
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Slamming in a square

8+

6

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A player stands in the middle of his five players formed in a circle
around him. The player in the middle bounces the ball to the outfield player. The latter also plays it back to him with an overhead
pass, after which he slams it directly on to the next outfield player.
After two complete rotations (i.e. 10 contacts with the ball made by
the player in a circle), the centre player swaps out. After five contacts made with the ball, the direction changes.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
aiming accuracy,
using branch points
Material:
volleyballs
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Unicorn

6+

2

any

A

B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The “unicorn” puts a toilet paper roll on his forehead and looks for
a partner A, who gets a shuttlecock. The partners place themselves
opposite 2-3 m apart.

Training type:
acquisition training

Now A throws the shuttlecock to the “unicorn” who tries to catch
the ball with his “horn”. Care must be taken that the shuttlecock is
thrown in an arc.

Training goal:
get a feel for
where the ball
will be played

Change after 10 run-throughs.
How to make the unicorn’s horn
• Make two holes (central, opposite each other)
into a toilet paper roll.

Material:
empty toilet paper
rolls, thick rubber
bands, scissors,
shuttlecocks

• Attach a rubber band so that the roll is centred on the
player’s forehead without slipping.
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Volleyball tennis
circuit

15 +

6-12 per team

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
There are 6 players on each side. The players should slam the highplayed ball over the soft floor mats into the other half of the court.
The ball may touch the ground three times, twice or once, depending on the skills of the participants, before it is played into the other
half. Anyone who makes a mistake (e.g. ball goes out of bounds,
touches the ground too much) is out. The last two players play for
the winning point.

Tip!
Less experienced players are permitted to catch the ball with their hands.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automating
and refining
Material:
volleyball,
2 soft floor mats,
4 boxes
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Passing and
attacking

12 +

10-12

7-10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
In one half of the field there are 6 players in basic formation. In the
other half of the field 4 players have occupied positions 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Training type:
application training

The player in position 5 has a ball basket. He plays his player at the
net, who decides between direct attack or quick attack via position
3 and 4. The 6 players in the basic formation try to play out the ball.

Training goal:
solving game tasks

VARIATIONS
• The ball is played out. After each rally the attackers
rotate on the playing side.

Material:
ball basket,
volleyballs,
net

• The player playing the ball may also use a feint.

Tip!

The exercise can also be performed as a competition.
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Volleyball rondo

7+

4-8

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
There are two playing rows, each with 4 players at the net. The two
players in front, close to the net, pass the ball to each other once
(they have to slam it). After playing the ball, the player must move
to the other side and stand in line at the back. The other players do
the same, the ball must not fall to the ground.
Everyone has three lives. Whoever makes a mistake (ball in the net,
out, ground etc.) loses a life. If a player has no lives left, he stops
until the next run-through and bounces the ball against the wall.
The ball is always put back into play by the next player. Play continues until only two players remain. Then a new run-through begins.
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Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
movement to the
ball, preparation for
overhead passing
Material:
volleyballs,
net
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Introduction to Digging

6+

2

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
• Partner presses the ball onto the impact surface when digging.

Training type:
additional training

• Place the ball on the arms closed to form the digger, drop the
ball on the ground and then catch or balance it again with the
arms closed to form the digger.

Training goal:
learn underarm
passing

The following exercises are performed in digging position:

• Partner throws with a precise, two-handed underam throw
to the teammate, digs back and partner catches the ball with
digger arm position.
• Partner throws the ball slightly in front of the player,
and, after forward movement, digs back to partner.

Material:
volleyballs,
net

• Partner throws the ball a little to the left and right of the player,
then proceeds as in previous exercise. Run behind the ball using
side adjustment steps
• Partners pass the ball to each other in digger pose
without interruption.
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Digging Cones

6+

2

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A gets a tennis ball and B a cone, which he clamps upside down
between his forearms. They are positioned opposite each other. A
throws the ball from below to B and B tries to catch the ball with
the cone.
After 10 caught balls, switch over.
VARIATIONS
• The thrower throws the balls a little bit more to the side or with a
shorter/longer throw to his partner.
• Use a volleyball, which must remain on the cone after throwing.
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Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
improving ball
reception
Material:
small cones,
tennis balls,
volleyballs
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Digger Round Trip

8+

any number

5-7 min.

Trainer

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The participants line up one after the other. The coach now throws
the ball from below to the players who are digging the ball back.
Once this is done, they get back in line.

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
learning technique
Material:
volleyballs, ball cart
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Receiving Rebounds

13 +

3-15

5 min.

B

C

A

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Groups of 3 practice with a ball against the wall.
A throws the ball from a distance of about 3 m diagonally upwards
against the wall. B (or C) run into position and dig up the wall
bouncer to A. Be careful not to receive any offside balls (baseline or
attack line or similar markings).

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
receiving under
difficult conditions; judging the
ball’s flight
Material:
one ball per
group of 3
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Receiving Anything and
Everything

12 +

4

5 min.

A
C

B

D

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The volleyball court is divided into 2 longitudinal strips. 2 groups
practice receiving in parallel.
Impact, then follow through in the half court:
A hits three balls consecutively to B (appropriately for the latter’s
skill level!); immediately afterwards B must accept a serve from C
to A.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automation
and refinement
of receiving

D = waiting position
Material:
volleyballs,
net
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Reaction After Receiving

8+

6-12

7 min.

B

A

C
Trainer

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players practice on the volleyball court. A throws to B. B accepts
and digs to C. Immediately after the acceptance, B must dig back
the ball thrown by the trainer.

Training type:
acquisition training

Then rotate clockwise.

Training goal:
receiving and immediately carrying out
a subsequent action

VARIATION
Strikes from below or tennis serves are required.
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Material:
4 to 6 balls
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Digger Slides

6+

any number

10 min.

Trainer

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Benches are hung on the wall bars at a large distance (approx. 3 metres) so that the players can slide off them easily (approx. 45° angle).
Mats are placed under the benches.

Training type:
acquisition training

The trainer positions himself with a ball cart about 3-5 metres from
the end of the long bench.

Training goal:
balance, fun

The players line up in a row one behind the other. The first one
slides and, when standing, is thrown a ball by the trainer. The player
must now play the ball back to the trainer with a dig.

Material:
wall bars,
ball cart with
volley balls,
long benches,
mats

Then the next player slides in ...
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Digging with Vision
Block

10 +

4-12

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A soft ground mat is placed upright against the net or leaned
against the net on 2 small boxes and thereby covers the view into
the opposite part of the court.

Training type:
acquisition training

Some players throw from midfield exactly over the soft ground mat
into the opposite part of the court. One or more players accept and
should dig as close as possible to their passing player. The latter
then rolls the ball back to the thrower.

Training goal:
receiving under
difficult conditions
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Material:
2 soft floor mats
and 2 to 4 small
boxes, 6-8 balls
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Somebody has to Call

6+

4-12

5-7 min.

Me!
Trainer

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer throws the ball precisely over the net to one of the four
receiving players.
The player passed to must immediately call out (e.g. “Me”) and
capture the ball against his body like a football goalie. The three
non-receiving players should try to carry out an alternative action
as soon as possible:
• run to the net
• run out of the court
• perform a butterfly drill
Then the next group of 4 is up.

Training type:
application training
Training goal:
working together
when receiving;
decision-making
behaviour
Material:
volleyballs,
ball basket

VARIATIONS
• The receiving player has to dig, another player catches the ball.
• The trainer purposefully throws the ball between 2 players.
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Scrum

6+

12

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two teams of equal size play against each other. Two players from
each team start as serving players, all others stand closely together
on a soft ground mat in the opposite part of the court.

Training type:
competition training

If you can catch a ball without leaving the mat, you can support the
serve. When the last player leaves the mat, all players from the team
run quickly to the mat.

Training goal:
standing correctly

A team wins when all its players are on the mat. Then the serving
players change.

Material:
volleyballs,
2 blue mats

VARIATION
The balls have to be received in digging position.
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Ball in the Boxes

10 +

8

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two groups are formed, which line up in a row one behind the other,
each in front of an open three-part box. The distance to the box
should be about two to three metres. A mat serves as a throw-off
mark. The order of the players must be determined at the beginning. Every group receives three balls. The first three players each
hold a ball in their hand. The players throw with the striking arm
from above. At the whistle of the trainer the first player tries to
throw the ball into the box. Rotate after each throw.
VARIATIONS
• Increase the distance to the boxes (4 m, 5 m, 6 m)

Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
improve accuracy
Material:
2x three-part,
open boxes,
6 small balls
(tennis balls,
softballs)

• Use your weaker arm.
• Use volleyballs.
• Competition: who can manage to get the most hits
with 10/20 attempts?

Tip!

Before the start, two fast-reacting players must be picked to stand at the side
of the box and roll the balls back each time.
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Line for Line

10 +

2

5-7 min.

A

B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A and B are positioned opposite the net. The trainer determines
beforehand at which line/distance you will start. A makes butterfly
serves over the net. B catches the ball (picks it up and catches the
ball) and also makes a butterfly serves.
If the serves work well at the distance, both players can move to
the next line.
Who is the first to the base line?
VARIATION

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
internalisation of
the technique
Material:
Volleyballs,
net

Top-spin serves.
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Serving, and then?

8+

5

5-10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two serving players alternately serve to three opposing players
standing in an open triangle in the 4.5 x 9 m playing field. These
should play the ball back over the net with at least two touches of
the ball in such a way that the serve that has run into the field can
no longer catch the ball. After a total of 10 serves the group of five
rotates around one position, so that after five rotations each player
has served twice.
VARIATIONS

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
Volleyballs,
net

• The server must fend off the ball and then catch it.
• The two servers act as a team and defend the court together.
• Like variation 2, but a games is played 2 vs. 3, i.e. the serving
team tries to play the ball back into the opposing field with a
maximum of three touches.
Counting method: Rally point system - i.e. both teams can score
points, but the serving team gets 2 points for an ace of serve.
The team of three receives 1 point each for a successful rally.
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Target Box

12 +

4-24

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer walks along the net and holds the cardboard box put
over a gymnastic pole about 1 m above the upper edge of the net.
From a serving line, each player should hit this box with a tennis
serve.
As soon as all the players have run into the opposing court and are
supplied with balls, the trainer starts again on the other side of the
net. The first to score 3 hits wins.
VARIATIONS
• Perform the serves from the baseline.
• The trainer goes faster.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
training how to
perform flat, hard
attacking serves
Material:
Volleyballs,
poles,
cardboard box

• The cardboard box is held lower.
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Reading the Serve

12 +

4-24

A

B

A

B

3 min.

1.

2.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A hits from the feed-in zone longline. B sits at a certain point in the
opposite court (e.g. intersection of the attacking and side lines),
may only get up and start to pick up the ball when A is thrown

Training type:
acquisition training

Then B becomes the server and A the catcher. Just as many players
can practice in the opposite direction.

Training goal:
Hit certain zones
in the opposite
field; anticipate
the ball’s flight;
speed and agility

VARIATIONS
• The catcher stands (sits) close to the net.
• The server may hit half of the (whole) court.
• The catcher must acquire (scoop up) and then
catch the material itself.
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Material:
4 to 12 balls,
markings (adhesive
tape, flags, etc.)
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Hung up,
caught up

12 +

2-12

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Always have 2 players serve simultaneously. Everybody tries to
avoid serving errors. If someone makes a mistake, both have to
complete a small conditioning set at the net.
VARIATIONS

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
safety during striking

• Only strikes from above are permitted.
• Only certain parts of the playing field are considered
to be the target area (with Swedish benches).
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Material:
lots of balls,
Swedish benches
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Any kind of
target marking

12 +

8-18

7-10 min.

4./5.

Start

2.
1.
3.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Each player must perform 5 game actions in rapid succession:
1. After the target impact (hitting the small box) run forward
immediately.
2. Scoop back the ball thrown by the trainer and continue running.
3. Place a thrown ball high on pos. 4.
4. Secure the attacker and then take his place.
5. At the next pass, run for the butterfly serve and catch the ball in
the jump. Then expect and catch a second ball at the small box
(target for the opposing team). Then the next round can begin
in your own serving zone.
A second group of the same size independently practices in the
opposite direction as well.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
accuracy and
safety in spite of
distraction and
time pressure; load
close to the game
before the serve
Material:
Volleyballs,
2 small boxes or
similar targets
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Against the Barrel

12 +

2

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Stand in pairs against the wall:
A stands with the ball about 6 m in front of
the wall, B about 2 m behind him.

Training type:
application training

A prepares the throw-up for impact, B runs past it on the left or right
towards the wall. At the same moment A hits the wall in the opposite direction. B tries to run and catch the bouncing ball.

Training goal:
setting mark-ups
based on situation

Then swap roles.

Material:
wall,
volleyballs
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Collecting Balls

12 +

8-24

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
4 teams with 2 to 6 players each play against each other. One player
from each team takes a ball from the shared ball basket and serves
from the centre of the hall to his partner standing ready in the corner of the hall. He should collect the ball and put it into his team’s
collection container (small box, box part). Then someone else from
the group serves and the server takes the place of the catcher.
If the catch fails, the following server may not take his ball from the
shared ball basket, but must continue with the ball of his predecessor.
Which team can collect the most balls in their container?
VARIATION
The catchers must scoop up the ball before catching it.
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Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
Accuracy on impact
despite time pressure; run in position
for acceptance
Material:
ball basket with as
many volleyballs
as possible, 4 small
boxes (box parts or
similar containers)
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A Fencer
Protects the Court

10 +

4-24

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
2 teams of equal size play against each other. All serve one after
the other in the same order from the task zones. Each team’s fencer
stands in a gymnastics hoop and tries to touch the incoming balls
with a pole. You may lunge in any direction, but you must keep one
foot in the tyre in contact with the ground.
Which fencer touches the most balls?

Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
hitting peripheral areas or
uncovered zones
Material:
Volleyballs,
2 hoops,
2 poles
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Line Rolls

6+

2

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two people line up on a line opposite each other and initially roll
the ball to each other with both hands.
After 10-20 ball changes only the throwing arm is used to roll the
ball on the line to the partner. If this is working well after 10-20 rallies, you can also try the other arm.

Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
improving arm position when moving
about the court
Material:
volleyball, hall lines
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Training Makes
the Master

6+

2

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two partners are positioned opposite the net. They play with a
serve from below over the net to their partner. If this works well,
the players should move further and further away from the net until the baseline is reached.
The whole thing takes place in alternation.

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
learning technique
Material:
volleyballs,
net
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Twins

8+

6-12

5-7 min.

A
C

B
D

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The aim of the exercise is to hit a specific player and immediately
take up a position on the court after the serve.
Pairs of 2 are formed. A and B serve simultaneously.
• A should hit C
• B should hit D
After the serve, A and B quickly run into their own part of the court
and now act as targets for C and D etc.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
marksmanship,
change of position
Material:
Volleyballs,
net

VARIATIONS
• The players on the court must catch the ball while seated.
• You have to scoop up the ball before catching it.
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Triple Catch

8+

2-20

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A should serve to B in such a way that the latter does not have to
leave the hoop in which he is standing when catching. A has three
attempts.

Training type:
acquisition training

Score:

Training goal:
aiming accuracy

• 2 points = the catcher stays with both feet in the hoop
• 1 point = the catcher stays with one foot in the hoop
After each pass, the system changes over.

Material:
gymnastics hoops,
volleyballs,
small box

VARIATIONS
• The distance is increased to 9 m (12 m).
• A must play over a high line.
• The catcher stands on a small box.
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Serving Biathlon

10 +

6-18

7-10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
About the same number of players start in each serving zone.
1. Every server tries to hit the soft ground mat in the opposite
field with his serve.
2. Whoever hits the mat gets one point and may continue his
series in the other task zone.
3. Anyone who serves validly, but does not hit the mat, gets the
next ball and serves again without having to change sides.
4. In case of a serve error, a penalty round is made around the
own field before the next serve - including the net.
Who is the first to 10 (20) points?

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
accuracy at impact
despite high load
Material:
volleyballs,
net,
2 soft floor mats

VARIATION
Place the soft floor mat in a less favourable position (e.g. exactly flush in the V-corner).
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Where is the
empty court?

12 +

8

5 min.

6

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Two players stand at the net on position 3. A serving player stands
on the other side of the court.
Upon the trainer’s whistle, the two players at the net run to position
1, 5 or 6. The server now strikes in the direction of the empty position. After the serve the positions change.
Everybody is in line 5 to 10 times.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
Volleyballs,
net
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Three Targets

6+

6-15

5-10 min.

Helper

Target A
Target B
Target C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players serve in the same order from the task zones (in large
groups two players next to each other and simultaneously).
Everyone should hit target A (soft floor mat on position 2) with their
first serve, target B (blue mat upright on a block on position 1) with
the next one and finally target C (medicine ball on a small box on
position 5).
The helpers role the balls back.
VARIATION
Each server is instructed by the person behind them
which target to hit.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
target accuracy
despite changing
target ranges; hit
certain positions
with the serve
Material:
volleyballs, soft
floor mat, blue mat,
trestle, small box
and medicine ball
or similar Targets

C.4
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Everywhere a Hit

6+

2-24

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Each player should hit the target areas “hanging” at different
heights with his serve:
• Gymnastics pole and ropes of the rocking rings (climbing ropes)
form a narrow target square.
• Gymnastics hoops attached with adhesive tape to rocking rings,
climbing poles or climbing ropes form small target circles.
The height of the targets and the distance of the service line must
be adjusted to the skill of the players. The targets should be placed
at least 1 m above the edge of the net.
Every player has 3 attempts everywhere!
Who scores the most hits?
Who scored everywhere first?
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
concentration
before each serve;
accuracy in serving
Material:
volleyballs,
adhesive strips,
hoops,
high jump bars,
poles,
skipping ropes

C.4
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No Mercy

A

10 +

4

6 min.

B

C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
One half of the court is divided into three strips perpendicular to
the net. Serves are made from the other side.
The server first stands in the serving zone with his back to the net.
The receiving players (A, B and C) stand at the net on the split half
of the court. They discuss which two sectors they want to occupy
when the trainer signals. One sector must always remain free. On
the whistle they run to their positions, the serve turns around and
strikes immediately into the free zone. The accepting players still try
to accept the ball and play it out.

Training type:
application training
Training goal:
setting mark-ups
based on situation
Material:
volleyballs,
net

VARIATIONS
• Serve as soon as possible.
• Players 4 in line or staggered in depth.
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Hit the Catcher

7+

4-24

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The whole playing field is divided once vertically in the middle. The
same number of players practice on each side. They are to hit the
catcher standing on a mat in the opposite field with serves from
the task zones.
Score:
• 3 points = The catcher stays on the mat with both feet
when catching
• 2 points = The catcher remains with one foot in contact
with the mat
• 1 point =

The catcher stays in the court when catching

Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
Meet a specific player (e.g. substitute)
Material:
6 to 12 volleyballs,
2 gym mats
(tyres, small box)

Who is the first to 12 points?
VARIATIONS
• Increase the distance of the mat from the net and from the side.
• The catcher stands in a gymnastics hoop or on a small box.
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Throwing Coordination

8+

2

10-15 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players throw a ball to each other in pairs:
• The ball must be caught in the jump with arms extended as long
as possible after being thrown from different distances.
• The ball must be caught as high as possible with both hands and
thrown again during the jump.
• The ball must be caught in the jump and after a half turn in the
air it must be thrown backwards over the head.
• The ball must be caught in the jump with one hand, transferred
to the other and thrown back with the other hand.
• The ball must be bounced twice in the jump (very difficult, only
suitable for players with good jumping ability).
VARIATION
use balls with different flight characteristics
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Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
improving throw
coordination
Material:
Volleyballs

Tip!
The players need
a lot of space
(danger of injury)!

C.5
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Using the Wrist to Hit the
Target

10 +

12

5-7 min.

Court B

Court A

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players start the ball and try to hit from a standing position over
the net into the target field (courts A and B). If the net is high, this is
only possible with good use of the wrist.

Training type:
technique training

Which group scores more hits after a predetermined number of
strikes? After hitting, group A gets the balls hit by group B and vice
versa.

Training goal:
using the wrist

VARIATIONS

Material:
volleyballs,
net

• The impact zone is reduced in size
• The players also hit the ball with their weak hand
• The net height is changed

Tip 1
Tip 2

Cover the impact zone.
If necessary, strike in one direction with an inclined net adapted to the reach height.
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Getting Around the Obstacle

7+

2

5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players stand about 4 to 5 metres away from the wall. Target
fields are marked on the wall. The ball should be thrown straight
against the wall by wrist action (with contact to the ground) and
bounce back from the wall to the right or left (also around cone
markings).
VARIATIONS
• Also execute throws with the weaker hand.

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
learning movement
Material:
cones,
volleyball

• Use different balls for the exercise.
• Player A and B are about 1 to 2 metres apart. The ball that has
just been thrown against the wall should bounce towards the
partner due to the rotation generation.

Tip!

The task forces the players to give the ball a rotation to the side by throwing it.
This is used to prepare the wrist strikes.
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Preliminary Exercises:

Getting to Know the Contact Point

8+

1

3-5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players hold a volleyball in the opposite hand high up in front
of the striking shoulder. With the striking hand, a hand movement
from below/behind to above the ball is now generated on the ball
held, in order to learn what the correct contact point of hand and
ball feels like.

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
learning
performance
Material:
Volleyballs
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Defensive Attack

13 +

4

7 min.

Z
A

B

C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Player A hits the ball placed over the net on B, who deflects the ball
to player Z. He places the ball to C, who attacks from a high or half
high pass. If an attack has occurred, it is rotated clockwise. The playing position is changed after 8 attacks.
VARIATIONS
• Player B hits A, who deflects to player Z
and then attacks again himself.
This means that it is played continuously.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
Volleyballs,
net

• The ball is played as a jump pass.
• The serving player varies his distance from the net.
• The attacker gets a target indication
(e.g. only strike at pos. 1 etc.)
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Accuracy
in the Face of Hardness

13 +

2

5 min.

B

A
EXERCISE ROUTINE
Players A and B play in a restricted court according to the following
rules: A puts the ball into play by bouncing it. The ball bouncing
back from the wall must be hit by B so that it touches the floor first
and then the wall in the playing area.
The following count as errors:
• The ball does not hit the wall when it touches the playing space.
• The ball falls to the floor outside the marked play area after
touching the wall.
• Your counterpart is hindered in his action.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
wall,
volleyballs

VARIATIONS
• The playing space is increased.
• The players also have to use their weaker hand.

Tip 1
Tip 2

Cover the playing space and impact zone. Possibly mark a minimum height on the wall.
It is important to have a good position in relation to the ball and to hit it
with good technique.
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Attack Coordination

6+

3

5-7 min.

Z
A

B

Turn around once!

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Player A throws the ball to player Z. He serves a high pass to position 4. Player B has to turn once around his own body axis after the
pass, run up to the net (with a bracing step) and make a longline
stroke.
VARIATIONS
• At the moment of player A’s throw, player B lies down on the
floor for a moment.
• Player B closes his eyes until the trainer claps his hands.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
volleyballs,
net

C.5
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Using the Wrist

10 +

3

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer throws yard balls so that they have to be hit directly in
front of an antenna attached to the net. The player’s task is to start
and land straight. By using the wrist, the ball should be hit right or
left of the antenna.
VARIATIONS
• The players hit 2 balls in a row, one on the right,
the other on the left, past the antenna.
• For advanced players: The players must hit at a larger antenna
area or at a one-block.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
volleyballs,
net

• The players hit the balls on target fields in the opponent’s field
(mats, benches).

Tip!

Care should be taken to emphasise the use of the wrist - i.e. no turning in the air.
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Securing the Attack

15 +

6-12

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The participants practice in a group on one half of a court. At positions 2 and 4, soft floor mats are leaned upright against the net. Two
lines of attack (equally distributed between pos. 2 and 4) and one
player receive the following tasks:
The player at pos. 3 receives a ball from the trainer and moves to
pos. 2 or 4. The attacker A hits (initially in a standing position!)
against the soft floor mat. The unplayed attacker B moves into a
suitable safety position behind the attack at the earliest possible
moment (read the pass!) and tries to play the ball bouncing off
the mat back to the pass. He catches the ball and returns it to the
trainer. The players then get back in line. The player is replaced after
about 10 passes.

Training type:
application training
Training goal:
forming attack
based on situation
Material:
soft floor mats,
ball cart,
volleyballs

VARIATION
The passing player immediately plays the defended ball
as a new pass.
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Non-Stop Inner Circle

16 +

12

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Play format 6 vs. 6 in the court: “Thank you ball” situation - The winner of a rally gets the point and the next ball thrown by the trainer.
The teams must comply with the following changing rule:

Training type:
competition training

After each regular pass attack chain the player (pos.3) changes immediately to pos. 6, the played attacker moves to the pass position,
the defender behind him fills the gap at the net. Pos. 6 changes to
the resulting gap in the defensive line.

Training goal:
competition
demonstration

3 touches of the ball are mandatory! The sets are played to 9 points,
after each set there is a quick change of sides.

Material:
ball cart,
volleyballs,
net

VARIATIONS
• The attackers on pos. 2 and 4 are instructed to pay additional
attention to the opponent’s block: If the pass is further out than
the block (the ball is practically between the block and the
antenna), you must attack longline. If the pass is further in, the
attack must be diagonal (possibly only allow a one-block).
• The players can be instructed to deliberately place the ball further inwards or further outwards (between block and antenna).
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Catch the Ball

6+

A

3-5

5-10 min.

B1

B2

EXERCISE ROUTINE
One group of two is positioned opposite the network in each case.
A gets a hula hoop. B1 gets a ball and throws the ball over the net
so that A has to position himself so that the ball lands in the hoop.
The rebounding ball must be caught by B2.
Now B2 throws.

Tip!
Turn it into a competition.
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Training type:
additional training
Training goal:
improve ball
arrival prediction
Material:
hula hoops,
volleyballs,
volleyball net
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Aligning the Playing
Board

13 +

2

3-5 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
A and B are positioned opposite each other. A whips the ball to B,
who hits the ball to A. A must deflect the ball with a defensive scoop.
How often do the players manage to fend off the ball?
Posture
Stand low, playing board arms, and get under the ball by pushing
your shoulders and arms forward.
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Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
Pay attention
to posture
Material:
Volleyballs
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Zigzag Defence

16 +

A

4-6

7 min.

D

B

C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Three players (A, B and C) stand at the net in positions 2, 3 and 4.
They work as helpers by throwing or hitting balls.
One player (D) is the practising player. The starting position is always position 1. D must repel balls quickly one after the other as
follows:
• a longline shot from A to position 1
• a feint from B into the middle range on the short 6
• a longline shot from C to position 5

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine defence
Material:
ball cart, volleyballs

• a diagonal shot from A to position 5
• a feint from B into the middle range
• a diagonal shot from C to position 1
It is only struck when D has reached its position. After each pass
there is a change of position.
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All Types of Defence

8+

2

A

B

A

B

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
In pairs perpendicular to the net: A hits placed on B, B deflects back.

Training type:
acquisition training

B is given the following additional tasks:

Training goal:
automate and
refine defence

• at high throw-in of A rotation around its own axis
• only turn to the defence when called (after the deflection)
• repel starting from the knees
• deflect every ball as it falls

Material:
Volleyballs

After every 8-10 attempts, it is changed!
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Precision
before Speed

12 +

4

5 min.

B
A

D
C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Player A stands on the box directly behind the net and hits (first
lightly, then harder) the ball over the net to B or C, who deflect the
balls to D. D stands at the net, catches the ball and returns it to A.
After each defender has deflected 5 good balls, the game rotates.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine defence
Material:
1 box per group,
2-3 balls per
group,
volleyball net
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Frontal Defence Scoop

10 +

A

2

5 min.

B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Set up perpendicular to the net. The player at net (A) throws the ball
to his partner (B) in the throw-in. He deflects the ball in the frontal
defence scoop.

Training type:
acquisition training

If the exercise works well, use the throwing arm and add light hitting later. Change after 10 run-throughs.

Training goal:
automate and
refine defence
Material:
volleyballs,
markers in 4
different colours

VARIATIONS
• B is on the attack line. When A says “now”,
B runs 4-5 steps backwards and fends off to A.
A catches the ball.
• B stands at the marked side lines and runs
to his position with side steps
• 4 corner markings. A tells you which corner B should run to.
B still needs frontal scooping.
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Defending a Name

12 +

8-10

10 min.

Kai!

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The players stand in threes on the field of play. The waiting positions are used by the coordinators and are themselves creative.
On the field of play, a “thank you ball” is brought into play by the
trainer, which is turned into an attack after being played three
times. The attacker gives the name of the defender to whom he is
hitting. The attack must be fended off in the defensive scoop and
played as closely as possible to the player playing the ball. Attacks
must always be accepted in the defensive scoop - otherwise the
game is stopped. “Thank you balls” are brought into play alternately.
After the ball is played out, the team rotates and the player from the
coordination ladder enters the field. The player who has defended
the ball moves to the waiting position

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine defence
Material:
net,
coordination ladder,
volleyball

VARIATION
Chain of action: the defending player must also attack.
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Circulation

10 +

A

3

8 min.

B
C

EXERCISE ROUTINE
In groups of three: A and B hit and defend, C puts the defended
balls back to the defender for them to hit:
• A strikes
• B defends
• C moves to B
• B strikes
• A defends

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine technique
Material:
Volleyballs

• C moves to A
• etc.
C constantly varies his position, but must stand before the defender
touches the ball! C is replaced after 8 passes.
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Decide for Yourselves!

12 +

4

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The playing space is split. There are always two players on one side.
A “thank you ball” is brought into play by the trainer, which is turned
into an attack after being played three times. The players have to
communicate and decide for themselves who defends the ball in
the defensive scoop and who passes the ball.
The ball must be played as closely as possible to the player passing
it. Attacks must always be accepted in the defensive scoop, otherwise the game is stopped.
Players play among themselves!
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Training type:
application training
Training goal:
independently
applying what
has been learnt
Material:
Volleyballs,
net

C.6
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Scoring Differently

17 +

12

10-15 min.

Passing player

1 point

Receiving player

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The game consists of a normal 6:6.
A special feature, however, is that there is only one point if the deflected ball is played directly to the player passing the ball, so it is
best if the player no longer has a path to the ball. Ground points
are not scored.
VARIATION
Normal 6:6, direct defence against the passing player
is counted as an extra point.
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Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
be able to play
the ball directly to
the passing player
under pressure
Material:
volleyball,
net
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First reaction,
then action

8+

12

7-10 min.

A
B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Player A stands on a small box relatively close to the net and holds a
ball in each hand. Block player B stands exactly opposite his partner
on the other side of the net. Player A lifts a ball, block player B must
react and after a side-step make contact with the ball in the block
jump.

Tip 1

The balls should be kept so high and far away from the net that the blocking player is forced
to actively reach over it (do not hold the ball above the edge of the net).

Tip 2

The block player’s shoulder axis should always be parallel to the net.
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Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
improve reaction time
Material:
6 volleyballs,
6 small boxes,
net

C.7
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Stable hand
and arm positioning

8+

9-12

5-7 min.

A

B

EXERCISE ROUTINE
Block player B stands at the low net, which allows him to move his
hands over the upper edge of the net while standing. Player A hits
the ball, which he has thrown himself, into the hands of B while
standing.
VARIATION
• The attacking players may also pass right and left of the block.
• The block player should react with a different hand position

Tip 1

The ball should be thrown up at a constant height at the beginning
to facilitate the block player’s timing.

Tip 2

The net can be stretched at an angle to compensate for the differences in size
between the individual players.
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Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
improve hand and
arm positioning
Material:
6-9 volleyballs,
net

C.7
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High blocking

12 +

2-4

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
There is a player at both position 2 and 4 at the net. Another player starts at position 3. He first moves sideways to position 2 and
forms a double block there with the player already waiting. This is
followed by another single-person block at position 3 and then a
double block at position 4.
VARIATION
When performed simultaneously on both sides of the net, the block
jumps can be performed synchronously and with manual contact
between the opposite block players.

Tip!

Training type:
technique training
Training goal:
simultaneous
jumping and use of
the correct steps
Material:
net

The exercise helps coordinate the running and jumping of two net players.
The trainer must pay attention to the following details:
•
•
•
•

Simultaneous jumping
Coordinated movement
Closed block
Precision before speed
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Active hand work

8+

2

8 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
In pairs at the net (tensioned at reach height):
A and B face each other at the net. B plays the ball to A in such a way
that A can block in his net zone without moving sideways. A should
keep the ball in the opponent’s field by actively folding his wrists.
Change after every 6-8 attempts.
VARIATIONS
• Throw over the net from below while standing close to the net.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine blocking
Material:
volleyballs,
net

• Loose strikes from a standing position just above the edge of
the net.
• Direct the strikes slightly outwards,
A adjusts his hand position.

Tip!

Point out precise throws.
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Getting to the point
with care

8+

9-12

7 min.

Z
B

A

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The net is divided into three areas with net antennae (or similar), in
each of which a group trains with a fixed player. Attacker A plays
the ball to player Z. The attacker receives balls of different heights
and distances from the net, which he has to hit into the opponent’s
field against block player B. The block players change after 3 successful actions.
VARIATION

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
identify contractstrike position
Material:
9 balls

The passing players may also set the ball during the jump. The block
player must react to this feint in the same way as to the hit ball.

Tip 1

The blocking action against the passing feint should only be performed from a slight leg
bend with arms in an almost fully-extended position.

Tip 2

From the starting direction, the step frequency and the body axis the block player should be
able to figure out the positioning and timing of the attack.
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Identifying contact
and strike direction

12 +

6-12

5-7 min.

A
B1
B2

Trainer

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer slams or throws a ball to the other side of the net. There,
player A attacks from position 4. The block players B1 and B2 on
positions 2 form a double block and try to block A.
VARIATION
At the same time, players can also attack from position 2 against a
double block.

Tip!

Early in the move, the block players should concentrate on the approach direction and body
axis of the attacker, and only briefly on the ball’s trajectory.
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Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine blocking
Material:
12 volleyballs,
net
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Against the wall

15 +

4-14

8 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
2 rows of attackers and 2 pairs of blocks per square:
The attackers throw the balls to themselves and hit one after the
other against the double block on the outside positions. After every
5 attacks one of the two block players is replaced.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine blocking
Material:
ball cart,
volleyballs,
net
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Blocking technique
training

12 +

max. 12

5-7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The net is divided into three zones by two additional antennae (or
similar).
The attackers throw a ball over the net at a reachable height with
both hands while in a jump. The block players should try to prevent
the ball from crossing the net.
After 2 successful blocking attempts, change.
VARIATION
The attackers stand on a small box and strike in different directions.
In addition to the direction, the block player must also identify the
timing of the strike.

Tip 1
Tip 2

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
improve body
position and timing
Material:
9 volleyballs,
net

The balls should be thrown in alternating directions.
The intended direction of throwing or striking should be clearly indicated at the beginning.
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Observing passing
direction and attackers

8+

9-12

7 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer throws a ball to the passing player at net position 3. The
player passes the ball alternately to positions 2 or 4 close to the net.
After the ball is in play, the player in charge of the outer block must
give the number shown to him by the opposing attacker in a hand
signal before he kicks the ball in the jump-off.

Training type:
acquisition training
Training goal:
automate and
refine blocking
Material:
10-12 balls

Tip 1

The ball must be placed very high to give the block players
enough time to defend.

Tip 2

The block player should identify the direction of play and the hand
movement of the attacker by means of the ‘jump watch’ technique.
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Like in play

14 +

5

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The trainer throws a ball to the passing player at position 3. This
player passes to position 4 or overhead to position 2. In doing so,
he should send clear signals that indicate his intentions at an early
stage.
On the other side, two centre blockers, alternating, move early to
the expected attacking position and block against the half-diagonal attack strike from the attacker.
After every 10 attacks, the player playing the game and the block
players are replaced. The attackers line up again after their attack.

Training type:
application training
Training goal:
forming a block
based on situation
Material:
volleyballs,
net

VARIATION
After half of the time, two additional outer block players are added
so that a double block can be placed against the attack. There are
constant changes from the middle block to the outer block and
back to the middle block.
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Rotation done differently

14 +

12

10 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
One match of two full teams per field:
A trainer brings the balls into play from the outside. The game is
played according to tie-break rules; each team counts the rallies
won.
Players may only attack via position 4, but the defending team has
to place a block of three of all front players! There are 2 points for
direct block successes!
The winner receives the next ball, the loser must rotate!
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Training type:
competition training
Training goal:
demonstration
of competition
conditions
Material:
volleyballs,
net
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KAPITEL

D - COOL DOWN

D

D - COOL DOWN

Sternlauf on Socks ......................................... 94
Schlepptau on socks .................................... 95
Blockdance ...................................................... 96
Schleuderball on socks ................................ 97
Sockenparty .................................................... 98

Star Race on Socks

14 +

any number

5

4

2

1

6

3

3

6

1

2

4
Start

5

3 min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The participants take off their shoes and cross the volleyball field
in a long line, starting at position 4 at the net and zigzagging to
the tips of the “Receiving W’s” and returning to the net in between.
Once they have passed through one half, they switch to the other
side.

Tip!
Run gently and only forwards.
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Training type:
Cool Down
Training goal:
Lowering stress
and cardiovascular buffering
Material:
-

D
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Towing on Socks

6+

in 2s

3 Min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
All participants take off their shoes and enter a court in pairs: Each
partner puts one hand on the other’s shoulder and must close their
eyes. The leader runs through the court at a slow pace with plenty
of changes in direction. Role change after half the time.

Training type:
Cool Down
Training goal:
Lowering stress,
cardiovascular
buffering
Material:
-
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Block Dance

6+

in 2s

3 Min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
All participants take off their shoes and enter a court in pairs: The
partners face each other at a short distance and press their hands
against each other at head height in a blocking-ready position.

Training type:
Cool Down

Leader A moves slowly in alternating directions with lateral and
cross steps, his partner follows in the same way. A gives the signal
to change roles by performing flat jumps on the spot.

Training goal:
Lowering stress,
cardiovascular
buffering
Material:
-
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Sling Ball on Socks

6+

in 2s

3 Min.

EXERCISE ROUTINE
All participants take off their shoes and go in pairs with a ball to opposite halves of the court:
Both partners run gently (sneak) through their half of the court and
throw a ball to each other from below with both hands. The catch
must be made in a flat position.

Tip!
Run gently and only forwards.
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Training type:
Cool Down
Training goal:
Lowering stress,
cardiovascular
buffering
Material:
Volleyballs
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Sock Party

Kai

6+

any number

3 Min.

Steffi

EXERCISE ROUTINE
The participants take off their shoes and then run at a very relaxed
pace (sneaking), criss-crossing one half of the volleyball court.
When meeting a partner: high-five and say the name of your partner, then find a new partner! Slow down the pace further and further.

Training type:
Cool Down
Training goal:
Lowering stress,
(“run-down”), cardiovascular buffering
Material:
-
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